WEST VIRGINIA LEGISLATURE
REGULAR SESSION, 1951

ENROLLED

HOUSE BILL No. 428

(By Mr. [Signature])

PASSED March 10, 1951

In Effect July 1, 1951

Passage
AN ACT to make an appropriation out of the treasury, state fund general revenue, for the purpose of reimbursing Jimmie Marks for injuries suffered by him while crossing over a defective bridge on a state-controlled highway.

WHEREAS, Jimmie Marks suffered a broken arm while crossing over a defective bridge on a state-controlled highway; and

WHEREAS, The state court of claims awarded Jimmie Marks four hundred dollars in its decision of Case No. 545; and

WHEREAS, The Legislature, in chapter twenty-four, acts of the Legislature, regular session, one thousand nine hundred forty-seven, made an appropriation of four hundred dollars to reimburse Jimmie Marks; and

WHEREAS, The appropriation was never paid, and a new appropriation is necessary to discharge this moral obligation of the state; therefore,
Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

   Section 1. Appropriation for Jimmie Marks.—It appearing from a statement of the revenues and appropriations for the fiscal year one thousand nine hundred fifty-one thousand nine hundred fifty-one, that there remains in the treasury, state fund general revenue, revenue in excess of the amount hereby appropriated, there is hereby appropriated from the state road fund, the sum of four hundred dollars to Jimmie Marks, to reimburse him for injuries suffered as described in the above recitals.

   Sec. 3. Finding of Moral Obligation.—It is hereby declared to be the finding of the Legislature that this reimbursement is necessary to discharge a moral obligation of the state of West Virginia.
The Joint Committee on Enrolled Bills hereby certifies that the foregoing bill is correctly enrolled.
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